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“You need to be aware of what others are doing, applaud their efforts,
acknowledge their successes, and encourage them in their pursuits. When
we all help one another, everybody wins.”

The above lines are quite appropriate to describe the ‘what’, ‘why’ and ‘where’
of CIMBAG.

The members of CIMBAG are crystallizing into a fraternity and the result
of encouragement to each other is just amazing.

Staying well-informed about our friends, what they have been doing, where
have they reached in life, and then applauding their efforts and achievements
is a pleasure in itself. To be able to recognize their efforts, and show them
as an example is to motivate them and tell them that –

‘Look you too can do this for you are no different from what he is’ and
encourage them to chase their dreams to the extent that our dreams also
embrace us with open arms and say ‘Here I am, embrace me, here I am for
your asking!

We are delighted to see alumni sharing with us their views about CIMBAG,
its events, and about the newsletter, through the Feedback column. We are
also happy to see how the bonds of friendship are strengthening and a sense
of belongingness to this fraternity has been blossoming.

We hope this trend continues forever. While we keep encouraging you to do
better and better, you encourage us with your lovely mails that act as fuel
for our work in giving you the best of services.

We look forward to see you at alumni events and also to stay in touch
through mails. Wish you all good luck and success in every endeavor.

Syed H Maqsood

A  Step Forward
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Tell us something about
yourself and your family.
Though I belong to Chennai, I was
born in Mumbai and brought up in
Delhi. I have graduated in Commerce
from Delhi University and then
pursued a number of Certificate and
Diploma courses from the Indian
Institute of Banking and Finance. I
joined Reserve Bank of India in the
year 1986 and have served in five
different offices, in various
Departments. Presently, I am posted
at Hyderabad. I completed my MBA
from the ICFAI University in the
year 2007. My husband is a Cost
Accountant and is working as a
Financial Analyst for Central Bank
of India and I have two sons aged
20 & 16 years respectively.

What have been your
greatest accomplishments?
I would say that my major
achievement has been “Learning
while Earning”.  At the age of 18 I
was recruited by Escorts Limited
and I joined Reserve Bank of India
at 20.  Throughout my career it has
been my constant endeavor to keep
my learning curve on the rise and
to make sure that I grow
academically. I take pride in the fact
that I could achieve this without
compromising on my domestic and
official responsibilities. In this
regard, I must thank my
organization, Reserve Bank of India,
for encouraging and rendering
complete support.

What is success according
to you?
The meaning of success is very
subjective. To me, success is to be
true to every task you undertake
and to put in your 100% effort for
it. I believe that true success lies
not only in the achievement of the
goal but also in the sincere efforts
one has put in towards it.

Can you share with us your
mantra for success?
My mantra for success has been
“meticulous planning”. I have
always clearly planned and
prioritized both, the personal and
professional aspects of my life.  I
have then worked sincerely and
diligently towards achieving my
targets.

How do you balance work
and family life?
I have always given equal
importance to both these aspects in
my life. But yes, I would agree, at
different stages of life may be my
priorities would have slightly
differed.  When my children were
young, I had to devote more time
on domestic chores and family life
but as we proceeded in life,
circumstances changed and the task

of balancing became easier and less
strenuous.  But I must admit that
my husband and family have
always extended complete support,
making the balance effortless.

What are your hobbies and
leisure pursuits?
I am passionate about singing,
cooking and reading. I enjoy
spending most of my leisure time
participating in social activities such
as conducting Bal Vikas, attending
Bhajans and also engaging myself
in women welfare activities.

How has the MBA qualific-
ation helped in enhancing
your career?
The ICFAI University MBA program
has helped me in building up my
management and leadership skills.
The MBA program has also served
me with an in-depth understanding
of certain basic concepts and
techniques which facilitated my
working, especially during my
tenure in the Foreign Exchange
Department as I had to handle a
large corporate clientele involved in
International trade and business.

What would be your advice
to young career aspirants?
My advice to young career aspirants
would be to clearly set their targets
and goals and then work earnestly
in the direction of realizing them.
Always stay focused and don’t
waiver in your resolve. The most
important aspect is to achieve all
this while maintaining a high
ethical and moral demeanor.

Share an unforgettable
experience with us.
Just at the spur of the moment, I
was asked to be part of a singing
group which had to perform a
concert in the divine presence of
Sri Sathya Sai Baba at Puttaparthi.
It was a truly unforgettable
experience, which I will cherish
throughout my life.

Lakshmi Karthik
Assistant General Manager

Reserve Bank of India

Hyderabad

The meaning of success
is very subjective. To
me, success is to be
true to every task you
undertake and to put
in your 100% effort for
it. I believe that true
success lies not only in
the achievement of the
goal but also in the
sincere efforts one has
put in towards it.
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w Tell us something about
yourself and your family.
I am working as a R&D Group
Head in Nokia Siemens Networks,
Bangalore. My wife, Ashwini is a
Child Psychologist and works with
different schools in Bangalore.
Son, Shubhankar is studying in 6th

standard and daughter Mukta is
in 1st standard. My father is our
philosopher and a guide; he was a
professor of History. My mother
is the strength behind our happy
family.

What have been your greatest
accomplishments?
I feel the greatest one is yet to come.
A few accomplishments I cherish
are being a University topper in
engineering. Though it was
expected, but it was still a great
accomplishment which I still
cherish. My second great
accomplishment is my first
industrial design to be put into
production – A fixture for honing
machine in Larsen and Tubro.
Another achievement is about
getting an opportunity to start a
CBSE school and being a part of a
dedicated social change agents
group who have devoted their lives
for the joy of others.

What is success according to
you?
Success is like a mirage; living
life happily every moment is the
truth! If we are able to lead a
happy life then we are successful.
There is no single destination
called success, it is a journey, we
should enjoy every moment on
the way as it is the last moment.
Success is relative, it depends on
what context it is being
measured.

Can you share with us your
mantra for success?
Have a dream of your own,
believe you can do it, create long-
term plans to realize your dream,

do not get distracted
by short term
failures.

How do you
balance work and
family?
Prioritization – do
first things first.

This is difficult to
practice; it involves
everyone in the
family with different
needs and priorities.
We have to manage
multiple priorities
and find the right
balance. There is no
golden rule which
applies to all. It all
depends on your
aspirations, people in
your family and their
aspirations.

What are your
hobbies and
leisure pursuits?
A purposeful reading,
research on our cultural richness
and its relevance to living in a global
village, playing Tennis, sitting quiet
near a mountain stream and
watching the birds and trying to
understand the vastness of the
cosmos.

How has the MBA
qualification helped you in
enhancing your career?
MBA gave me a broader perspective
and a business sense.  This
indirectly helps in every job I do.
People give you respect if you have
qualifications and of course it adds
a lot of value to your profile.

What would be your advice to
young career aspirants?
Be humble and honest. Learn
everyday; do not be in a hurry to
reach the pinnacle. There is
nothing like the ‘best job’ in the
world. Listen to your heart, if you

find a job which you enjoy the most
then you must know that it is best
job for you!!

Read my success mantra again.

Share an unforgettable
experience with us.
There are quite many things to
share, but this one is very touchy!

Two years back, one fine evening
I got a call  from CIMBAG -
Alumni relations officer inviting
me for the first CIMBAG Chapter
meeting. By that time I had
forgotten that I was an MBA! It
was really pleasant to connect
with the ICFAI University
through the alumni association
in this manner.

Ever since then we are having a
great time at CIMBAG Bangalore
Chapter! Thanks for taking this
initiative.

Gajanan Anant
Londhe, MBA

Group - Head R&D,

Nokia Siemens Systems, Bangalore
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The CIMBAG Bangalore
Chapter organized a

workshop on “Goods and Service
Tax – An overview.” Ms. Jyothssna
L, an MBA working at Large Tax
Payers Unit was the speaker.

The speaker described that GST is seen
as the single most important tax
reform initiative in India since
independence. It is expected to provide
a significant boost to investment and
growth of the economy.

The indirect tax regime in India is
proposed to be replaced by a
comprehensive dual GST with
Central GST and State GST to be
levied concurrently by the Centre
and the States.

GST would replace most indirect
taxes currently in place. The tax
base is anticipated to be
comprehensive, including virtually
all goods and services, with
minimum exemptions.

Jyothssna L
Superintendent

Large Tax Payers Unit

Goods and Service Tax – An Overview
Followed by a Debate on “Is Profitability a
Most Important Drive for Business?”

GST will have far-reaching impact
on all aspects of business, for
instance, pricing of products and
services, supply chain optimization,
accounting and tax compliance
systems etc.

Participating alumni members looked
happy attending the session and
looked forward to such workshops/
seminars in near future.

Aworkshop was organized by the CIMBAG -
Ahmedabad Chapter on ‘Resume building and facing

interviews successfully’. Mr. Nicholas Daniel Ross,
Manager  Training, Federation of University was the
speaker.

The speaker threw light on resume writing and interview
skills for the alumni. He emphasized that the resume
being a tool that creates the first impression in the minds
of the employers even before the candidate is
interviewed, it is imperative that the resume be relevant,
clear and concise. The importance of a winning
combination of Attitude, Aptitude and Application was
also highlighted in the workshop.

Nicholas Daniel Ross
Manager  Training,

Federation of Universities

(The ICFAI University Group)

Resume Building and Facing Interviews Successfully

SEMINARSBangalore

SEMINARSAhmedabad
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A seminar was organized by the
CIMBAG - Pune Chapter on

‘Cyber Crime and Cyber Forensics’.
Mr. Ravdeep Sodhi, MBA, Founder
& CEO, eCore Techno Solutions Pvt.
Ltd., was the speaker. The seminar
was designed to give the alumni a
bird’s eye view of the practice and
procedures followed in the field of
cyber security and forensics.

The other topics covered in the
Seminar were, the Cyber Crime in the
Global Scenario, countermeasures for
preventing cyber crime, changes/
amendments brought about by
the Information Technology
(Amendment) Act.

The speaker shared with the
audience that cyber crimes in India
through networking sites such as
Facebook, Twitter, Orkut are very

high. Parents need to monitor
children while they are surfing on
the Internet. In India, cyber crimes
are not only restricted to large
metros but also to small towns and
villages. To stay away from cyber
crime one should not disclose any
personal information such as
contact details, photos, bank
account number on Internet and
must use licensed copies of
software, as there is a high risk of
cyber crime in pirated software
installed systems.

Ravdeep Sodhi, MBA

Founder & CEO,

eCore Techno Solutions Pvt. Ltd.,

Cyber Crime and Cyber Forensics

SEMINARSPune

SEMINARSChennai

CIMBAG  Chennai Chapter
organized an Expert’s Talk on

“Right Nutrition - An Easy Way to
Healthy Living”. Dr. Varsha,
Founder Chairperson of Indian
Institute of Nutritional Science
was the Speaker.

Explaining on the Health and
nutrition, Dr. Varsha started the
session with a brief explanation
of the term health as condition

Dr. Varsha
Founder & Chairperson,

Indian Institute of Nutritional
Sciences.

Right Nutrition – An Easy Way to
Healthy Living

of the body not just free from any
disease or ill-health, but feeling
fit both physically and mentally.
Ideal food groups relating to
their nutritional values were also
explained.

Before concluding the session
she presented a universal meal
time schedule which could be
used as a thumb rule for keeping
oneself wealthy by being healthy

with the right nutritional
intake at periodical intervals
and with the right choice of
diet as may be required for
a normal human being.
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SEMINARSNew Delhi

Soumen Chowdhury, MBA

General Manager  Commercial

Idea Cellular Ltd.

Expert’s Talk on Six Sigma

CIMBAG New Delhi Chapter hosted an
expert’s talk on ‘Six Sigma Awareness’

where Mr. Soumen Chowdhury, MBA
General Manager Commercial - idea
Cellular Ltd., was the speaker.

The speaker said that the Total Quality
Control and Six Sigma have been
implemented by organizations to help guide
the efforts of creating new products,
reducing product costs, improving
manufacturing or organizational
capabilities, realizing new market share or
entering new markets.  These systems rely
on teams of people to identify the voice of
the customer (both internal and external),
taking into account the organization’s
competencies. They also require an ongoing
portfolio of projects aimed at creating
revenue or reducing costs.

The speaker presented an overview of Six
Sigma and explained the basic concepts,
key definitions and concept of Six Sigma.
He explained the history of Six Sigma,
Benefits, Basic Quality Tools, Process

Mapping, Cause & Effect Diagram, Scatter Diagram, Check
Sheet, Histogram, Control Chart, Pareto Chart, Concept of
Lean and Kaizen.
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Executive Committee Meetings
New Delhi

Ahmedabad

Hyderabad

Bangalore
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Alumni Get-togethers

Alumni Get-together
& Fresher’s Party @
Kolkata

Alumni Get-together
& Dinner @ Hyderabad

Alumni Get-together
& Dinner @ Pune
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I congratulate the CIMBAG TIMES
editorial team for putting in this
level of effort to come up with its
quarterly issues. After having
completed my MBA in November
2010, this is the first time I have
received a copy of the newsletter in
February. I found this magazine to be
the right platform for the alumni to
exchange their ideas and experiences,
knowledge and provide a strong base
for networking. Be it any event or any
other activity, CIMBAG TIMES has
covered it well. Here, a special
mention needs to be made about its
coverage on a workshop “Effective
Non-Verbal Communication”, which
I found to be extremely helpful and
interesting.

At the same time I would like it even
more if the newsletter can include
coverage on alumni placement cell
and on various job opportunities. I
would thank CIMBAG TIMES team
for this effort to keep us connected.

Archi Dutt, MBA, Kolkata

CIMBAG TIMES is a good way of
connecting with the alumni and their
success stories. Some really good
pointers about making one’s career
and learning from other’s mistakes is
one good way of defining your own
path and plan your career moves.
CIMBAG TIMES provides this
opportunity to all new and old
members of CIMBAG. A suggestion
from me would be to introduce a
column on ‘Expert Talk’ by a
management guru or an expert or a
successful business leader, a prodigy,
sportsperson etc., coming from
different spheres and walks of life;
they can surely give some good advice.

Vishal Sharma, MBA, New Delhi

This was the first time I received a
copy of my own. I thoroughly enjoyed
reading CIMBAG TIMES. I found all
the contents quite interesting.  I found
the interview of Mrs.  Kaya Tripathi
(February issue) quite motivating. It
is really nice to see the glimpses of
alumni get-together; especially the

pictures of alumni picnic at Borivali National
Park, Mumbai.

Over all, I found the magazine interesting and I
eagerly look forward to receiving the next issue.

Razina Banerjee, MBA, Kolkata

CIMBAG TIMES was a great initiative in the
first place and it has progressed putting extra
weightage by its valuable sections and
pictures. It feels nice to see CIMBAG Chapters
across the country enjoying so much and in a
healthy competition with the other. We should
leverage on this opportunity and maximize our
potential by growing along with CIMBAG.

The job openings posted are useful to us. The
‘Happy Moments’ and ‘Career Moves’ sections
are also informative. May be we should
circulate this magazine to the final semester
students who will feel the pulse of CIMBAG.

Priyankush Ghosh, MBA, Kolkata

As a member of CIMBAG, we get information
and news about Chapters through the quarterly
newsletter, “CIMBAG TIMES”.

I request the editorial team to lay emphasis on
career section, where members can interact with
others for career guidance. A question and answers
section or a career forum can be included.

Bhatt Sushrut Pankajbhai, MBA, Ahmedabad

I have been receiving CIMBAG TIMES since the
last few months.  I find it very informative as it
connects me to the alumni.

Seeing our picnic photographs on the cover page
of the magazine (February issue) was a pleasant
surprise.  I fondly remembered how we all got
charged up after we spent the wonderful Sunday
together.  I shared the magazine with my
colleagues and with some friends who are
currently pursuing MBA from the ICFAI
University.

I appreciate the efforts in bringing out the issue
and the wonderful events being organized by
various Chapters. I am looking forward to read
many more issues of the CIMBAG TIMES in
the future.

Manjula Prabhu, MBA, Mumbai

I received the February issue of CIMBAG
TIMES and made an observation of all the
seminar topics.  What I feel is that, we are
somehow overlooking the important issues of
‘Business Ethics’. Due to this negligence we see
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a lot of discrimination and biased
decisions that take place in almost all
spheres of organizational activities.  In
other words, those who make the rules
are not following them and are rather
engaged in breaking them.

I hope, CIMBAG TIMES will raise
their voice against this hot issue
through organizing seminars and
expert talks in the near future.

I wish success to CIMBAG TIMES.

Mohanan K V, MBA, Raigad

The previous issue of CIMBAG TIMES
was good and the picnic photos were
nice. Only after seeing the photos, I
realized that I should have been there
and missed the alumni  picnic in
Mumbai.

My best wishes to all those married
couples, who were featured in the
magazine. Thanks a lot, keep us
informed about the alumni activities
much in advance so that we can
participate in good numbers.

Neeta H Sonawani, MBA, Mumbai

Please publish more letters from the
members of CIMBAG community in
‘Reflections’. This is my favourite
column. Also please think of inviting
senior members who are leaders in
their respective areas to actively
contribute as Speakers in the seminar
so that many young alumni could
benefit from such sessions.

Arvind Kamath, MBA, Bangalore

CIMBAG TIMES is a very good
initiative. It gives us a chance to know
individuals, who passed out of the
ICFAI University and the careers
chosen by each one of them. Through
this magazine we are able to connect
to some of our old colleagues and
friends, whom we have not met for a
very long time. Through CIMBAG
TIMES I was able to connect to one of
my old friends in Mumbai (the
CIMBAG TIMES cover photo featured
him in the last issue).

Size of the magazine is reasonable as
it does not take more than 30 minutes

to go through the full issue. The
quality of the paper and design is very
pleasing. I would have liked to see a
section on career counseling by some
of the noted personalities and some
tips on building careers after MBA.

Thank you CIMBAG for all your efforts
towards helping us network with our
fellow alumni.

Mandar R Rai, MBA, Hyderabad

I went through the magazine and
enjoyed reading it. It is a good way of
knowing the ICFAI University alumni.
I would suggest that you include a
section on ‘book reviews’ in the
magazine.

Kaya Tripathi, MBA, Chennai

Mr. George James, MBA, New Delhi.
Your letter has been adjudged as the
best letter of the issue.

You will receive a gift voucher
worth Rs. 250/- from us shortly.

I as an MBA from the ICFAI University feel proud
that today I am a part of the highly qualified and
professional grid of people. CIMBAG TIMES is the
proof and speaking platform for each one of us.

Today every one needs recognition for their
achievements and CIMBAG TIMES is bringing it
successfully at India level. It is giving an equal
opportunity to every alumni to participate through
their respective Chapters. I liked the idea of
making CIMBAG TIMES a mix of professional
events and personal moments.

I congratulate all the team members of CIMBAG
TIMES for making it a BIG success.

George James, MBA, New Delhi

Each edition of CIMBAG TIMES
provides quick snap shots of important
events at different Chapters across
India, career progressions of our fellow
alumni, their career goals etc. One
section that I enjoy the most is ‘Alumni
Interviews’ in which they project their
individual learning experiences, which

I am sure is of great help to the entry
level executives.

I look forward to every new edition of
CIMBAG TIMES and sincerely
appreciate the efforts put in by the
entire team. Please keep up the good
work!!!!!

Yogesh Didwania, MBA, Ahmedabad

I ‘m happy to see many scenic photos of
Borivali National Park on the Cover page
and also inside the issue. The newsletter
CIMBAG TIMES acts as a common
thread binding every MBA Graduate
from ICFAI University across the
country. It throws a glimpse on various
activities undertaken by the different
Chapters of CIMBAG spread across the

country. I feel connected with our
Alumni members through this
newsletter in one go. Every time I find
new information and insightful
thoughts from the personal interviews
of our alumni members and the reports
of seminars held at various Chapters.

Mukunda Sarma, MBA, New Delhi
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Career Moves

Jayprakash Mehta, MBA

Pune

Jayprakesh has moved as Operations
Manager with A V Immigration.

Prior to this he was Territory Manager
with WWICS.

Soumya Mukherjee, MBA

Kolkata

Soumya Mukherjee has moved as a
Fund Administrator with HSBC.

Prior to this he was a Management
Trainee with the ICFAI University.

Niru Chanani, MBA

Kolkata

Niru Chanani has bagged her first job
as a Day Trader & Research Analyst

With Dynamic Equities Pvt. Ltd.

Supreet Kaur, MBA

New Delhi

Supreet Kaur is promoted as Lead HR
with IBM Global Process Services.

Prior to this she was a Senior
Executive, HR.

Biswanath Das, MBA

Kolkata

Biswanath Das has moved as Technical
Consultant with R.S.Software Pvt. Ltd.

Prior to this he was an Audit Officer with
Indian Audit & Accounts Department.

Anu Kalpana, MBA

Hyderabad

Anu Kalpana has moved as a Manager  HR
with Reliance Global Services Pvt. Ltd

Prior to this she was an Assistant
Manager with Nalsoff Pvt. Ltd.

Bhatt Sushrut Pankajbhai, MBA

Ahmedabad

Bhatt Sushrut Pankajbhai has moved as Executive - Business Development with Avani Cimcon Technologies.

Prior to this he was a Business Acquisition Executive with Verve Systems (I) Pvt. Ltd.

The CIMBAG Team congratulates the achievers
and wishes them Good Luck for a bright future

Sanjay Rastogi, MBA, New
Delhi, tied knot with Kritika

Biswanath Das,
MBA, Kolkata, tied
the knot with Upama

Neha Jaitely, MBA,
Gurgaon, tied the knot
with Amandeep Singh

Vishal Sharma, MBA, Ahmedabad,
tied the knot with Anshita

Shipra Jain, MBA
and Sameer Jain,
Pune, blessed with a
baby girl Lavanya

Suresh G
Khubchandani,
MBA, Ahmedabad,
tied the knot with
Rinku Kanjani

Happy
Moments
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For more details on jobs please log on to the website www.cimbag.org

Download from www.cimbag.org

Position Company Location

Business Relation Manager Job Raiser Software Pvt. Ltd. Bangalore, Mumbai

Manager Small Industries Development Lucknow
Bank of India

Manager, Assistant Manager Power Finance Corporation Ltd. New Delhi

Chief Administrative Officer, Centre for Development of Pune
Sr. Administrative Officer, Advanced Computing (C-DAC)
Administrative Executive

Dy. Manager (Purchase), HAL Bangalore
Manager (Finance/Accounts),
Officer-HR, Finance/Accounts - Officer

Manager - HR G. D. Foods Mfg. (I) Pvt. Ltd. Neemrana, Rajasthan

Sales Head VLCC Health Care Ltd. Jaipur

Area Sales Manager - Channel Sales Kent Ro Systems Limited. Bhubaneshwar,
Cuttack, Paradeep,
Puri, Rourkela

IT Head - Recruitment OMAM Consultants Services Pvt. Ltd. Mumbai

Regional Manager Hind High Vacuum Co. Pvt. Ltd. Porbandar

Manager - Accounts, Manager - HR & Ma Foi Management Consultants Ltd. Jogeshwari(W),
Administration, Officer - HR, Mumbai
Sr. Executive - MD Secretariat,
DM/AM - Admin

Frontline Sales Force MRF Limited Chennai

Industry Sales Manager - Food Enzymes, Novozymes India, Bangladesh,
Industry Sales Manager - Textile Enzymes Sri Lanka, Nepal

Sr. Executive - International Business Holostik India Ltd. Noida

Manager Sales / Sales Lead Accel Frontline Limited. Noida

Sales Trainees J K Tyres & Industries Ltd. Hyderabad

AGM - Human Resources Gujarat State Petroleum Corporation Ltd. Gandhinagar

Asst. Manager / Manager (HR) Concord Biotech Limited. Ahmedabad

Zonal Business Manager - DGM - Telecom Core HR Services Pvt. Ltd. Hyderabad /
Secundrabad

GM-Banking & Treasury - 1 Openings(s) VFS Global Services Private Limited Dubai

Head Sales (Commercial), Sales Recruiter Manjeera Contructions Ltd. Hyderabad

GM/AGM/Manager (Marketing) Mantri Metallics Pvt. Ltd. Kolhapur

Regional HR Manager Client of Elgiva Business Solutions Pvt. Ltd. Kolkata

Territory Development Manager Client of Vitasta Consulting Pvt. Ltd. Ludhiana
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